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ABSTRACT

Self-esteem has been cited as a primary factor in how well or how

poorly an individual functions in society. African American youth
may be among those particularly susceptible to feelings of low selfesteem. This study attempted to measure if participation in

a

African American Self-Esteem (AASE) course would have a positive
effect on the self-esteem of participants. The AASE course is a ten
week education,/support group that focuses on African American

history and culture. Twenty-eight junior and senior high African
American students from the Minneapolis metro area participated.

Their self-esteem levels were measured, they then participated in
the AASE course and their self-esteem levels were measured again.
Data from the study do not support the hypothesis that participants'
self-esteem is positively effected. The study did not find a

correlation between African American History and culture and selfesteem, but the data did suggest that future work in this area should

concentrate on self-efficacy issues in African American youth.
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INTRODUCTION

If you can control a man's thinking you do not have to
worry about ftis actions. If you can determine what a
manr shall think, you do not have to concern yourself with
what he will do. If you can make a nan feel that he is
inferior, you do not have to compel him fo seek inferior
status, he will do so without being told. If you can make a
fran feel he is Justly an outcast, you do not have to ord,er
him to the back door. If there js no back door the very
nature of the rnan will demand that you build one
(Woodson, L942)."
"

This statement made over fifty years ago, many would agree, still
describes the condition of a major portion of the African American

community today. The situation described by Mr. Woodson was
created to control the African slave. The results had a profound
negative effect on the psyche, and hence the self-esteem, of African
Americans that many feel still lingers on today. I believe that the

environment created during slavery produced a mental condition
that still plagues the African American community with low selfesteem and self-defeating behavior.

Undoubtedly, the historical legacy of African Americans has had a
negative effect on their self-esteem. The purpose of this study was
t The use of
the term "man" reflects the attitude of the time (Lg4?) in which
the quote was made. For the purposes of this paper "man" is assumed to
represent male and female.
2

to see if gaining the knowledge of African American history and
culture would have a positive effect on the self-esteem of African
American youth. An assumption of this study is that there is

a

relationship between self-esteem and understanding of African
American history.
In my job with Family and Children's Service of the Greater
Minneapolis metro area, I am involved in many of the school systems
and communities in the area. What I have seen consistently in my
work throughout this area is that African American youth are
disproportionately represented in the group of students labeled

as

"troubled" or with behavior problems. In my communications with
these youth, I find that more and more they are simply choosing not
to participate in mainstream society. Instead, they are making
decisions which mainstream society would consider to be bad.
Statistics highlight the seriousness of the current situation. A

Children's Defense Fund study, entitle

d Black and White Children in

America: Key Facts, found that Black children were twice as likely to
be: born prematurely, live in substandard housirg, or be suspended

from school. They are three times

as

likety to be: poor or placed in

an educable mentally retarded class. And they are five times as

likely to be dependent on welfare (Edelman lgBT).
Erikson (1968) provided another depiction of the situation when he
pointed out the likelihood that members of an oppressed minority

will internahze the views of the dominant society, thereby
3

developing a negative identity and self-hatred. Wright (1985) also
claims that self-hatred and feelings of worthlessness tend. to arise

from membership in underprivileged or outcast groups.
Self-esteem, defined as the feelings one has about his/her self,

cannot be cited as the sole reason for the social condition of African
American youth. There is, however, literature to suggest that it is
one factor. Rosenberg (L97 B) found that adolescent boys with low
self-esteem are more likely to manifest delinquent behavior. This

pattern does not prove a cause and effect relationship between selfesteem and delinquency but it does suggest a link between the two.
Baily (1990) believes that self-esteem is essential ro what
individuals need to succeed in life; he contends that people with low
self-esteem will have a difficult time coping in the real

world. In

contrast Clark (1987 ) suggests that people who experience positive
self-esteem respond to themselves and others in healthy, positive,

growing ways.

Historical Overview:
To gain insight as to why African American youth and indeed the
community as a whole may have unhealthy self-esteem, it is

important to look at our legacy in America. Brought here as slaves,
the Africans were stripped of their cultural identity and separated
from their roots. The institution of slavery took away religions,
languages, and also separated families.

4

When these slaves were freed, they lived in an environment so

dominated by their oppressors that their thinking took on

a

European frame of reference. They were still in what Jawanza

Kunjufu calls a "mental slavery" (Kunjufu 19BB). Kunjufu also
proposes that they did not see themselves as "Africafts", but as

"Negroes". Beauty was defined for them as light skin, long straight

hair and blue eyes. They saw themselves as inferior to Whites in
intellectual ability and economic development (Kunjufu 19BB).
Naim Akbar talks further about this "mental slavery". He says, " the

slavery that captures the mind and incarcerates the motivation,

perception, aspiration and identity in a web of anti self-images,
generating a personal and collective self-destruction, is more cruel
than the shackles on the wrist and ankles" (Akbar, IgB4,p.Z).
This condition of mental slav€ry, many believe, continues to have

a

devastating effect on the African American community. Dr. Akbar

writes "the shock of slavery was so destructive that current
generations of African Americans, though we are five to six
generations removed from the actual experience still carry the scars

of this experience in both our social and mental lives" (Akb ar TgB4).
Parham (1993) discusses how this is passed on from one generation
to the next. When parents and significant others cannot successfully
combat racism and oppressive conditions in their lives, they will
have a hard time teaching their children how to cope with them.
Thus, the cycle of poverty and perceived inferior mentality is passed

on to future generations.

5

It should be pointed out that there are and always have been
examples of successful individuals in the African American
community. However, they are in sharp contrast to the problems
faced by the majority of African Americans.
How does this legacy relate to the self-esteem of African Americans?
Jawanza Kunjufu, in his book Developing Positive Self-Images &

Discipline In Black Children, makes an important distinction between
self-esteem and self-images. "Self-esteem is defined as a favorable

opinion of one's self; while self-image is defined as a likeness symbol,
a mental picture or the reliving of a sensation in the absence of the

original stimulus. Self-esteem can then be thought of as the end
result, and self-images as the process or catalyst affecting selfesteem" (Kunjufu 1984). When we consider the images that African

Americans have had of themselves and the situations in which

African Americans have found themselves historically, we begin to
see how their legacy in America has had an adverse effect on their
self-esteem.

Historically, Black leaders have seen the need to address this issue.
In fact any current movement to combat negative self-esteem in the
Black community may be viewed as a continuation of what past

African American leaders accomplished. They did what they knew
to do to keep hope alive in the community and to advance the
conditions of African Americans. For example, in a period spanning
approximately 1900 to 194O, W.E.B. DuBois advocated a cultural
6

nationalism which stressed pride in Black heritage, self-help, and
racial solidarity. During the L920's and 30's Marcus Garvey, known
as the

father of Black Nationalism, led the back to Africa movement

and encouraged what he called the rescue and reconstruction of
Black history. In 1933 Elijah Muhammad started the Nation of Islam

in which he preached that God is Black and the Devil is White. He
promoted separatism and self-determination through his religious
ideology.

In the 1960's, Malcolm X took Muhammad's teachings to another
level both in popularity and practice. He preached self-pride to the
Black community but also used the framework of Muhammad's

doctrine to critique domination by White men in U.S. and world
history (Karenga 1993). Jesse Jackson is currently trying to
encourage African Americans to believe that "they are somebody"

through his message. Despite these efforts, the African American
community still has problems coping with these issues.
African Americans today are still struggling over issues related to
hair texture, skin color, and other physical features. These are issues

that have been around since slavery days. Nevertheless, today in the
Black community the straighter your hair is the "better" it is
considered, and the more tightly curled hair is still referred to in the
negative as "nappy". The book, The Color Complex, examines the
dynamics of skin color in U. S. history. It shows how historically,

light skinned Blacks have received preferential treatment from
society and set up their own social order to keep darker skinned
7

blacks out. And how Blacks, in their desire to be lighter skinned,
spend millions of dollars on "bleaching" cream. Probably the most

disturbing aspect

of The Color Complex

are the stories and evidence

of Blacks discriminating against each other because of skin color
difference (Russell, Wilson, & Hall, 1992). This self-demeaning

activity is a reflection of the negative self-attitudes of the
community"
The majority of Black youth grow up in this environment and learn

from an early age the image of what it means to be a Black person.
Most of these images are by in large negative and contribute to a life
of reduced opportunity. The images implanted on the mind
determine what an individual will aspire for and structure his/her

life around. (Russell, Wilson, & Hall, L997) detail studies in which
darker skinned blacks were found to seek less prestigious jobs than
lighter skinned blacks at black colleges. To further illustrate this
situation Kunjufu (1988) says that many African American youth
still hold the view that to achieve academically is to "act White"
This last statement is very sobering from two standpoints: first it is
just the kind of thinking that many white racists hold, and second,
.

many talented youth may be trapped in a cycle of poverty and

failure because of this attitude. Efforts to counteract this cycle could
prove beneficial to many African American youth and hence the
community. Those in leadership positions with responsibility to
African American youth should look to address these issues as they
searches for solutions to current and future problems.

I

Purpose Of The Study:
The purpose of this research project is to describe what students

report

as

their perceptions of racial group self-esteem and personal

self-esteem before and after participation in an African American
Self-esteem (AASE) group in the Minneapolis and suburban public

schools. In this study I asked the question: does gaining knowledge

of African American History and culture counteract historical trends
and have a positive effect on the self-esteem of African American

youth? Specifically, does teaching them African American History
have a positive effect on their self-esteem? Does validating African

American cultural values have a positive effect on their self-esteem?
Does open discussion about racism and its results have a positive

effect on their self-esteem? Does providing support and problem
solving around incidents of mistreatment and feelings of alienation
have a positive effect on their self-esteem?
This study was conducted with middle and high school students from
the Minneapolis metro area during the '93-'94 school year. They
provided information on a pretest, then participated in the African
American Self-esteem (AASE) group, and provided information on a
posttest. The research questions for this study were in part guided

by the purpose of the AASE group, so this study also serves as an
evaluation of the program.

I
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Historical Perspective:
The study of self-esteem in African American youth gained
prominence with Kenneth and Mamie Clark's famous doll study. In

their study Black children showed a preference for white dolls, which
the researchers interpreted as hatred for self (Clark, 1939). Their
research was given such high regard that it was used as evidence in

the Brown vs. Board of Education decision in 19s4.
Subsequent research on the topic of self-esteem development in

African American youth has yielded inconsistent results. Some
researchers have found that African American youth have lower
self-esteem than White youth (Stevenson, 1958; Stabler 1971; Clark,

1985). Other researchers have found no significant differences
between the groups (Carpenter, 1969; Bask, L973; and Beglis, Ig74).
And others have found that African American youth have higher
self-esteem than White youth (Rosenberg & Simmons LSTZ;

Simmons, Brown, & Bush L97 B; and Harris, 1g7S). Spurlock ( lgBG)

provides one explanation for this discrepancy when she points out
that although a child may have negative feelings about his/her race,

the same child may compensate by finding another trait or
characteristic to assess his/her personal worth.

10

Self-esteem An Elusive Concept:
This ambiguity of the self-esteem concept as it relates to African
American youth is a reflection of the study of the concept in general.
Brisset (197?) writes "Self-esteem has come to mean a number of

very different things to different people... the definitions of selfesteem have so proliferated as to make the phrase almost
meaningless" (p.1 ). Schneiderman ( 19 89) writes that self-esteem is

currently a poorly defined construct in the literature. He points out
that there are numerous conceptualizations, operational definitions,
and measurement methodologies that exist and often vary depending

on the theoretical orientation of the researcher, the context of
measurement, and the research goals.

Despite this ambiguity there are certain common elements normally

understood as being a part of self-esteem.. Madhere ( 1991), Wrighr
(1985), Simmons, Brown, Bush & Blyrh (1978), and Baily (1990) alt
include self-evaluation in their definition of self-esteem.
Schneiderman (1989) adds that most definitions include the notion of
( 1) reflexivity in self, with the self necessarily divided into an
observing component and an object of that observation; (?) a notion

of evaluation as the self is viewed as an object; (3) a notion of
affective response to the evaluation, whereby the individual has
feelings and cares about the evaluation.
Self-esteem can be and has been evaluated and analyzed from

several different view points. But in general, it refers to feelings and

attitudes towards self. Schneiderman includes some important
11
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points in breaking down the concept, and I believe that there may be
other important aspects that need to be explored. However, in this
thesis when I refer to self-esteem I will be referring to the feelings

that persons have about themselves.
Despite the lack of consensus concerning the concept, self-esteem has
been cited as a factor in one's well being in society. There is
evidence that links level of self-esteem to achievement. Covington
(1989) states that a large number of studies over the past seventy-

five years have demonstrated a positive association between selfesteem variables and academic achievement. He relates that
correlational studies report a positive association between
achievement and measurements of self-esteem: as levels of selfesteem increase, so do achievement scores; and as self-esteem
decreases, so does achievement. Covington is quick to point out that

correlation does not establish causation. Only a true experimental
design can prove causality. However such data do suggest the

plausibility of the argument that self-esteem is connected to
achievement.

Also the gathering of data and testimony at public hearings, which
led to the creation of the California Task Force to Promote SelfEsteem and Personal and Social Responsibility,

built a consensus that

self-esteem is a primary factor affecting how well or how poorly an

individual functions in society (Mecca, Smelser,
1

9Be).
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Self-esteem And African Americans:

In the case of African Americans, Wright (1985) differentiates
between racial self-esteem, defined as the degree of preference for

or identification with one's own race; and personal self-esteem,
defined as one's feelings of personal worth regardless of race.

She

used Bachman's self-esteem and closeness to family scale, and Noel's

racial group identification scale to investigate the relationship
between racial self-esteem and personal self-esteem of 12I high
school seniors in south Louisiana. Her research supports an

hypothesis that racial self-esteem is positively correlated with
personal self-esteem.

Further research underscores the point that racial identity issues and
levels of self-esteem among Blacks vary. Parham and Helms (1985)

utilized an identity model developed by W. E. Cross in which levels
of Black identity are measured in four stages. The four stages are
Pre-encounter, Encounter, Immersion-Emersion, and Internalization.

In the first category individuals are the least secure with their Black

identity and in the last category, most secure.
In the Pre-encounter stage, individuals view the world as being antiB1ack. They think, act and behave in ways that devalue their Black

identity. In the Encounter stage individuals have experienced

a

startling personal or social event that motivates them to challenge
their previous frame of reference and allows them to be receptive to
a new interpretation of

identity. At the end of the Encounter

stage

the person has not yet claimed his/her Black identity, but they have
13

made a decision to do so. In the Immersion-Emersion stage

individuals begin developing a sense of "Black Pride". They immerse
themselves in totally Black lifestyles and tend to denigrate White
people while glorifying Black people. In the Intern alizatton stage

individuals achieve a feeling of inner security and feel more satisfied
with being Black. Aspects of the Immersion-Emersion experience
have been incorporated into the person's self-concept and there is a

decline in the anti-White feelings.
Two scales were utilized in the studyby Parham And Helms (1985).
The Racial Identity Scale was used to measure the subjects' black

identity level. The Self-Regard subscale of the Personal Orientation
Inventory was used to measure their general feelings about
themselves. The results of the study supported their hypothesis that
the greater the level of racial identity of individuals, the greater

their self-esteem would be (Parham & Helms 1985). In my study I
conducted a similar investigation. I agreed with the Parham & Helms
hypothesis, and assumed that positively influencing racial selfesteem could increase personal self-esteem also.

Other research supports such a hypothesis. In a study with tenth
graders from Asian American, African American and Hispanic
backgrounds Phinney (1989) used the rheory of ego identiry
development to place the youth in one of four ethnic identity stages.
The first stage, "Diffuse" is characterized by little or no exploration of
one's ethnicity and no clear understanding of the issues related. The

next stage, "Foreclosed" is similar in that there is little or no
L4

exploration of ethnicity, but apparent clarity about one's own

ethnicity. Feelings about one's own ethnicity may be either positive
or negative. In the "Moratorium" stage there is evidence of
exploration, accompanied by some confusion about the meaning of
one's own ethnicity. In the "Achieved" stage there is evidence of
exploration, accompanied by a clear, secure understand,ing and
acceptance of one's own ethnicity.
The results of her study suggest that the process of ethnic identity

development is a key factor in understanding the self-esteem and
adjustment of minority youth. She found that those adolescents who
"had explored and were clear about the meaning of their ethnicity

(ethnic identity achieved) had higher scores in self-evaluation, sense
of mastery, social and peer interactions, and family relations;
compared to the 'diffused' and 'foreclosed' adolescents" (Phinney

1989). These results would suggest that providing stud,ents with a
better sense of their ethnic background could result in better selfperceptions.
Phinney and Alipuria (1990) conducted another study that suggested
self-esteem for minority subjects is influenced by the extent to

which one has thought about and resolved issues regarding one's

ethnicity. In their study they interviewed urban college students
from three minority groups, Asian-American, Black, and MexicanAmerican. The data from these interviews was then compared with
a White group. They examined the level of ethnic id.entity search
and commitment, the importance of ethnicity as an identity issue,
1s

and the relationship of ethnic identity to self-esteem. The results of

their study suggested that ethnic identity search was significantly
related to self-esteem for the Btack and the Mexican-Americans in
the study. Furthermore, ethnic identity commitment was

significantly related to self-esteem for all of the minority groups in
the study.
Spencer (1985) provides one method to influence the racial identity

of African American youth. She interviewed southern Black parents
on their child rearing strategies and attitudes. The children were

then tested to measure their racial preferences. The results of her
study showed that African American children who made the most
African American positive choices on a measure of racial preference
and color connotation were children who were older and had
knowledge of African American history. My study utilizes the same
strategY, in so far as the teaching of African American history was a
large part of the AASE course in which subjects participated.
Hale (1990) believes cultural values are also important to identity

development, She says it is critical that African American children
are taught African American cultural values because they have
played such a key role in the survival and sense of self of African
American children. She points out that ethnicity persists in America
because of the individual's need for a sense of continuity, which from
a psychological perspective is essential to the sense

of self.

She

suggests that a key to helping African American children construct

and maintain a positive ethnic self-identity is to present evidence
16

confirming the worth of African American culture and people. The
AASE course uses the same premise

to attempt to increase the racial
self-esteem of the subjects. Material is introduced that highlights
and affirms African American culture, people, and their contributions

to world history. Maldonado (L97 5 ) concurs, he states that ethnic
self-identity is central to the development of personal identity of

minority group members. The teaching of cultural values is a
integral part of the AASE course.
The AASE group in which subjects participate draws heavily upon
these conclusions. The curriculum attempts to influence students

racial/ethnic self-esteem by among other things providing them with
positive images of the African American Community, by highlighting
the contribution of African Americans to wortd history, accenting the
positive cultural values in the African American community, and by

providing support in relation to incidents of perceived mistreatment.
The course that was conducted for this study used as part of its
design a group counseling model developed by Courtland Lee and
Cecilia Lindsey (McFadden, Lee, & Lindsey 19S5). Their model is a

multisession developmental group counseling experience for Black
elementary students. The model uses selected black art forms

as

aids in the counseling process. The model stresses an understanding

and appreciation of black culture, development of positive black
images, and development of motivation to achieve.

L7

The AASE group used a similar model, stressing the educational

aspect. IJtilizing the small group and multisession aspect, the group
is not intended to be a counseling model. A component in the study's

model is open discussion about the realities of racism and strategies

for coping with

it.

The Hopsons (1990) call this open discussion the

secret weapon against low self-esteem and poor racial identity in

children. The key elements in this research are knowledge
and understanding. I wanted to know if this knowledge and

Black

understanding would increase the self-esteem of African American

youth.
Chapter Summary:
This chapter provides an overview of the literature relevant to this

study. A historical look at the study of self-esteem hightights the
famous doll study by Kenneth and Mamie Clark which provided
evidence for the Brown vs. Board of Education case. Other research
has produced inconsistent results that has fueled the ambiguity

surrounding the concept of self-esteem. Despite the inconsistencies
associated with the concept, self-esteem has been cited as a factor

affecting a persons' ability to function in society.

Additional research underscores the point that the self-esteem of
African Americans consists of racial self-esteem and personal selfesteem. Wright, Parham and Helms, Phinney and Alipuria all
conducted studies that suggest that influencing the racial self-esteem

of individuals would have an affect on the individuals' personal selfesteem. Hale and Maldanado both suggest that a key to influencing
18

individuals' racial self-esteem is to affirm the worth of African
American culture and people.
The investigations outlined in this literature review provide a

number of examples of successful attempts at positively influencing
the self-esteem of African American youth by using ethnic specific
techniques. The AASE group in this study utilizes the concepts from
these investigations in an attempt to have a positive affect on the
self-esteem of the students participating in the study. The AASE

group itself uses as apart of its design a group counseling model
developed by Lee(1991). The group includes open discussion about
racism, which the Hopsons(1990) call the secret weapon against low

self-esteem. Thus, with the evidence suggesting that African
American youth's self-esteem should be positively effected by ethnic
specific studies, this study seeks to provide insight into any links
between the two by evaluating an existing program that has the
same goals.

19
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DESIGN AND EXECUTION OF STUDY

The Researcher:
In my job with Family and Children's Service, a non-profit social
service agency in the Minneapolis metro area, my duties include
conducting small group work in schools and other community
agencies. These groups are usually educational or supportive in
nature, and address issues like family changes or social skill
development. Because of my relationship with the public schools in
the Minneapolis metro area I was able to gain support of school
officials in selecting students and conducting this study.
Type of Study:
The study utilized a one group pretest-posttest design. A sample of
African American students was selected from the public school
systems in the Minneapolis metro area. The students were given a

self-administered questionnaire that measures their racial selfesteem and their personal self-esteem. The same students then

participated in an African American Self-esteem (AASE) course, nr
eight to ten week educational group that attempts to raise the
subject's self-esteem by focusing on African American history and
culture. At the end of the group the subjects were given a similar
questionnaire to measure their self-esteem levels again.
20

The pre and post measurements were then compared to determine

if

there had been a change in the subjects' measures of self-esteem.
This design type was chosen because it allowed me to accomplish the
essentials of the study while operating within certain limitations. I
was constrained in the amount of time I had to devote to these

groups because of regular work commitments and by the limited

number of accessible resources. This research gave me the
opportunity to measure if the AASE group was effective in
accomplishing its purpose and then to link the information to
relevant leadership issues. A control group would have strengthened
the research, but the number of volunteer students available was

limited within the research time frame.
The Sample:
A convenience sampling method was used to provide subjects for

this study. Contacts in the public schools in Minneapolis and its
surrounding suburbs provided a pool of students for this stud,y.

Initial contact of students was made by a school counselor or social
worker. After attending a brief presentation outlining details of the
study, students were interviewed to determine their appropriateness

for the study.
The main criterion for screening students was their interest and
desire to participate in the AASE course. However, an attempt was
made to bring together a group of students with a complementary

mix of socioeconomic status and academic skills. It was stressed to

7t

subjects that participation in the study was strictly volunt ary and

that they could withdraw at any time (see IRB discussion p.21).
The total number of students beginning the study was thirty-three;
eleven from an inner city high school, ten from a suburban high
school, and twelve from a suburban junior high school. Twenty-eight

students eventually completed the study. The final number included
eight students from each of the high schools, and twelve from the
junior high school. The students were chosen by the researcher and
school officials, in order to assemble a complement ary mix of
socioeconomic status and academic skills. It was understood before

starting this study that there would be limitations in using data from
this study to generalize to African American youth as a whole"
However, data from this sample, if used in the proper context, is still
useful.

Because this investigation is an exploratory study the randomness of

the sample is less critical (Singleton 1988). Data from this srudy can
be used to assess the effectiveness of the AASE curriculum and
provide suggestions for future development of the curriculum and
possible expansion of the program. Data from this study can also be
used for consideration in other investigations of this kind.

The Assessment Tool:
The measurement tool utilized in the study was developed using
questions from the Racial Identity Attitude Scale (RIAS) designed by
Parham and Helms (19SS) and those developed by Rosenberg and
?2

Simmons in their study "Black and White Self-esteem: The lJrban
School Child" (Rosenberg and Simmons 1978). Some questions were

taken directly from these instruments with permission from the

authors (see Appendices A, B and C). Other questions were slightly
modified to fit the developmental levels of the participants. I also
added my own questions.
The primary part of the questionnaire included twenty questions

which used a five point ordinal scale to measure participants'
attitudes.2 The questionnaire also contained open ended questions,
Six on the pretest and five on the posttest. Only one of the open
ended questions remained the same on the pre and post

questionnaire.

(See

Appendix

C for Pre and Post Questionnaires).

The set of questions were designed to measure participants' attitudes

about being an African American, about the African American

community, and about their overall understanding of self. The
questionnaires were used to measure participants attitudes before
and after they participated in the AASE group.
Procedure:
The first step in the process of the study was getting my proposal

approved by the Augsburg College Institutional Review Board

(Appendix D). After receiving approval from the IRB, I began rhe
selection of students. A school counselor or social worker was
' The scale was used to allow participants to rank their level of agreement or

disagreement with a particular question; a " 1" meaning that they strongly
disagree with the statement and a "5" meaning that they strongly agree with
the statement.

?3

utilized to make the initial contact. Students were told about the
opportunity to be in the group and they were invited to a brief
presentation regarding the study.
Because the students

in the study represented two vulnerable

groups, specifically minority group and minors, special care was

taken to ensure that they understood their rights and that those

rights were not violated.
In the presentation to students, I told them what would go on in the
group and explained that I wanted to collect information from them
and use it in the writing of my thesis" I made it clear to students

that they did not have to be a part of this study, and that they could
be in the group and not be a part of the study. If they chose to be in
the study, I let them know that I would need their parents' or
guardians' permission for them to participate; also that they could

drop out of the study at anytime they chose to do so. Students who
were 1B years old did not need their parents permission, but I
encouraged them to discuss their participation in the study with

their parents nonetheless.
After receiving permission slips back, groups were started. On the
first day of group the pretest was administered. When all subjects
were finished with the questionnaire there was a brief discussion

about the questions they just answered to get their immediate
response to the questionnaire. Groups for students lasted nine

weeks. The high school sessions were spread out over eleven weeks
?4

to accommodate school schedules. Participants took part in a course
called African American Self-esteem (AASE) group. (See curriculum
outline in Appendix E). At the end of the group sessions, the
posttest was then administered to the participants.
Data from the pre and post self administered questionnaire were
analyzed using SPSS. Data from the open-ended questions were

sorted and tabulated to find trends. The numerical data from the

ordinal scale portion of the surveys were used to d,evelop selfesteem scores for participants and then compared to monitor changes
in participants' attitudes.

Limitations of the Study:
Several factors should be taken into consideration when looking at

the design of the study. The small sample size and the fact that
subjects were not chosen randomly makes necessary greater caution

in making generalizations. There was no control group to compare to
the study group which puts limitations on how changes in
participants' attitudes can be attributed to AASE group. In addition,
outside forces could effect students' attitudes. The close proximity
that participants had in working with the facilitator of the group also
may have affected their responses to the questions.
Strengths of the Study:
The design of the study did provide several advantages. The first is

that access to real students was provided without any major
provision, monetary or otherwise. The study was supported by
25

agency and school resources. The research was connected to an

existing school program and the results will be used to provide
practical evaluation. The researcher was also provided valuable field
experience.
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Chapter 4

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
This chapter describes both the quantitative and qualitative findings

of this study. The primary purpose of the study was to examine
whether gaining the knowledge of African American history and
culture through the AASE group would have a positive effect on the
self-esteem of African American youth. The data show that students
were affected by participation in the African American Self-esteem

group. However, the data do not provide a clear indication of exactly
what these effects mean. Quantitative information from pre and post
questionnaires is discussed in the first section. The qualitative

information is organized into three parts: the data that was collected
from questions that appeared only on the pretest, data collected from
questions that were on the pre and posttest, and the data collected

from questions that appeared on the posttest.
Quantitative Data:
The study utilized twenty questions, using a five point ordinal scale,
designed to measure students attitudes about themselves. The
questions measured two aspects of the students' attitudes: their

racial self-esteem, defined as the degree of preference for or
identification with one's own race; and their overall personal selfesteem, defined as one's feelings of personal worth regardless of race
(see

literature review pg. 13). Thirteen of the questions were
77

designed to measure racial self-esteem (e.g. "l like being B1ack").
Seven were designed to measure personal self-esteem (e.g. "On the

whole, I am satisfied with myself") [see appendix c.] Data were
collected before and after students participated in an African
American Self-esteem Group and then compared to monitor any
changes in student attitudes3.

Quantitative data from the pre and post questionnaire showed that
for twelve of the twenty questions, there was an increase in the
percentage of positive answers from subjects. The total number of
subjects that responded to these questions were thirty,three on the

pretest and 2 B on the posttest. Figure one shows which seven
questions related to racial self-esteem showed an increase in the
percentage of positive answers between the pre and post test. The
average of this increase was 5.53%. The average decrease in the six

questions relating to racial self-esteem that showed a decline in
positive responses was 3.7 5o/o. Figure two shows the five questions
related to personal self-esteem that showed an increase in the
number of positive answers. The average increase was 5.0G%. The
average decrease for the

two personal self-esteem questions

was

5.95o/o.

' If a student responded with a 4 or 5 on the scale, when the question was
positively worded that was considered a positive response. If the response was
1 or 2 when a question was negatively worded that was also consideriO a
positive response. Each positive response was a indication that the individual
felt good about the particular area of self-esteem being addressed in the
question. For example if a student responded with a 4 or 5 to the statement "I
like being Black", this would ind.icate a positive response. If a student
responds with a 1 or 2 to the statement "sometimei I feel uncomfortable around
Black people", this would also be considered a positive response.
28
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These results suggest that subjects' racial self-esteem and personal

self-esteem indicated some increase and d,ecrease in between the pre

and posttest. There were more increases than decreases in both

racial self-esteem and personal self-esteem. Such findings could
mean that the self-esteem group actually had some positive effects
and negative effect on both types of self-esteem. These changes
were not statistically significant in either case. Yet, given that the
increases were more common than decreases, this may suggest that

the group had some positive effect on the participants' self-esteem.

In addition to the individual items on the questionnaire, indices were
created in order to obtain composite ratings of the students' attitudes
about themselves. Such indices can be used to obtain more valid and
reliable measurements of complex concepts (Babbie 1986).
Four indices were constructed in the analysis of this study. Initially
all questions in the matrix were used to construct an index. To

provide more enhanced data, a racial self-esteem index was
constructed and a personal self-esteem index was constructed. The
racial and personal self-esteem indexes were then combined to form
a composite

index. For each question used in the construction of the

particular index participants were given a score of either a one
indicating a positive response or zero indicating a negative response
(see footnote

3). A composite variable

SPSS.

?9

was then constructed using

The first index in the analysis utili zed all questions in the matrix

portion of the questionnaire that appeared to be conceptually
related. Possible scores ranged from zero to twenty. Actual index
scores on the pretest data ranged from ten to nineteen. The mean
score was L5.7 9, the median score seventeen, the mode seventeen.

Index scores on the posttest data ranged from nine to twenty. The
mean score was 15.11, the median sixteen, and the mode fifteen.

Total number of respondents were thirty-three on pretest and
twenty-eight on posttest.
Next, due to the small sample size, the index scores were collapsed

into dichotomous groups, those who scored fifteen or less and those
who scored sixteen

or

greater, and then compared. Results of the

crosstabulation showed that scores in the fifteen or less category
went from

30.3%o

on the pretest to 39.3o/o on the posttest, and scores

in the sixteen or greater category went

69.7o/o

on the pretest to

6O.7o/o

on the posttest.
These data indicate that despite an increase in certain individual

items on the matrix portion of the questionnaire, self-esteem actually
showed a decrease between the pre and posttest in composite

measures. The decrease in self-esteem scores could not be
considered statistically significant. What data from this index
suggest is that despite the attempt of the group to increase the selfesteem of the participants there was possibly a negative or

differential effect on their self-esteem.

30

To provide a more refined analysis of the data, questions were then

divided into two categories, one for racial self-esteem questions and
one for personal self-esteem questions. Questions in each category
were compared to determine the strength of their correlation. Those
questions in the racial self-esteem category that showed a strong

empirical relationship were used to construct a racial self-esteem
index. Those questions in the personal self-esteem category that
showed a strong empirical relationship were used to construct a

personal self-esteem index. Finally the questions that were used in

both indices were combined to construct an overall index.
When the racial self-esteem index was constructed possible scores

ranged from zero to nine. Actual scores on the pretest ranged from

four to nine. Total number of respondents were thirty-three on
pretest and twenty-eight on posttest. Figure three shows the
distribution of scores. The m.ean score was 7.21, the med,ian was
eight, and the mode eight. Scores on the posttest data ranged from
four to nine. The mean score was 7 .5, the median score was 7 .5, and
the mode was seven. The index scores were collapsed into two
dichotomous groups, one with scores of zero to five and one with
scores of six to nine and then compared. Results of this

crosstabulation showed that scores in the five or less category went

from

12.L%o oI1

the pretest to

3.60/o

on the posttest, and scores in the

six or greater category went from 87 .9o/o on the pretest to 95 .1o/o on

the posttest.
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The changes in the data between pre and post test were small
enough to be considered statistically insignificant. This would

indicate that there was no change in the racial self-esteem of
participants. This suggests that the group did not have the desired
positive effect on the students' racial self-esteem. The data also
suggest that the students came into the study with fairly positive

racial self-esteem, which could be a reflection of possible bias in the
sample. This could mean that the self-esteem group is not having
the desired effect because the students already have the positive
feelings about themselves.
When the personal self-esteem index was constructed possible scores

ranged from zero to five. Actual scores on the pretest ranged from
two to five. Total respondents were thirty-three on pretest and

twenty-eight on posttest. Figure four shows the distribution of
scores. The mean was score 4.27, the median five, and the mode

five. Scores on the posttest data ranged from two to five. The mean
score was 4.?9, the median score was five, the mode was

five.

These

index scores were then collapsed into two groups, one of zero to
three and one of four to five then compared. The results of this
crosstabulation showed that scores in the three or less category went

from

l5.2o/o on the pretest

to 1 7 .9o/o on the posttest, and scores in the

four or greater category went from B4.B% on the pretest to
the posttest.

82.1%o

The changes in this data between pre and posttest were also

statistically insignificant, indicating that there was no change in
3?
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participants' personal self-esteem. Consistent with racial selfesteem, these data also suggest that students came into the study

with fairly positive personal self-esteem, which could also be an
indication of why the group did not have the desired effect.
Questions from both the racial self-esteem and the personal selfesteem index were then combined to obtain an overall self-esteem

score (based on the items already selected). Scores in this index had
a possible range

of zero to fourteen. Actual scores on the pretest

ranged from six to fourteen, the mean score was 1I.19, the median

thirteen. Scores on the posttest
ranged from seven to fourteen, the mean was II.7B, the median was

was twelve, and the mode was

twelve, the mode was twelve. These scores were then divided into

two groups, one of zero to nine and one of ten to fourteen, and

compared. The results of this crosstabulation showed that scores in
the nine or less category went from 15.2%o on the pretest to I4.3o/o on
the posttest. Scores in the ten to fourteen range went from 84.8% on
the pretest to I 5.7o/o on the posttest.
Data from this combined index further reinforce the ideas that the

students began the study with fairly positive self-esteem and that

their self-esteem was not significantly effected by their participation
in the group.
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summary and Analysis of self-esteem Indicators:
Data from the individual questions would suggest that there was a
increase in participants' self-esteem as a result of being in the group,
thirteen of twenty questions showed an increase in positive answers.
However, index scores, which are more comprehensive and reliable,
showed different results. The index that contained all questions
showed a slight decrease in self-esteem scores. This decrease was

a

statistically insignificant amount, which means that the changes were
not large enough to rule out that they were due to simple chance.
When the racial self-esteem questions were used the index showed
changes that were also statistically insignificant. When the personal

self-esteem questions were used the index showed basically no
change in the self-esteem scores. When questions from the racial
self-esteem and the personal self-esteem indices were combined the
scores also showed basically no change. Data from all of the indices

indicate that students began the study with relatively positive selfesteem.

The hypothesis in this study was that after participaring in rhe

African American Self-esteem group, participants would show a
increase in self-esteem. Quantitative results from this study do not
support this hypothesis. Specifically the self-esteem scores do not
indicate a relationship between participation in the AASE group and
self-esteem. This would suggest that the group failed in its intended
purpose to positively affect the self-esteem of participants. It is
possible that the measurement tool used was not able to sufficiently
measure self-esteem. It is also possible that because
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the participants

began the study with relatively positive self-esteem that the group
experience had an unmeasurable effect on their self-esteem.

Qualitative Data:
In addition to the quantitative data subjects were asked to respond
to a series of open ended questions. These questions were asked to
give respondents a chance to express their opinions and attitudes

freely. The information they provided would assist in gaining
further insights into the condition of their self-esteem.
Pre and Posttest Question
The one question on both the pre and post questionnaire was: "What

do you think are the greatest strengths of the African

American community?" If they did

see strengths,

could these

strengths be considered realistic? By realistic I mean are these
strengths actually helpful to the community. AIso, would these
strength be internal to the community or external? IJsing Rotters'
(1966) internal vs. external locus of control theory, which states that

internal locus of control is an indicator of higher self-esteem,
responses that refer to strengths that are internal to the community
a

would suggest a sense of pride and positive expectation in self and in
one's community. Responses that refer to sources external to the
community would suggest a lack of pride in self and community.
Wright (1985) supports this thought and srates that self-esteem is
essentially a reflection of group pride. Respondents were free to give
more than one response to the question. The total number of
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respondents were thirty-three on the pretest and twenty-eight on

the posttest.

Responses clustered

into four main

categories: "unity," "strength,"

"pride," "values". Unity refers to answers that express togetherness
or association within the community. Strength refers to a strong
people and their efforts to overcome the historical struggles of
African American. Pride refers to answers that express appreciation

for aspects of African Americans' contributions to history and
culture. Values refers to answers that mention religions or specific
values.

Figure five shows the number of responses in each category on the

pre and post tests. Examples of responses in the unity category
were: "sticking together," "when they join together and form groups
to talk about feelings," and "can come together when necessary and
help ourselves". Examples in the strength category were: "Black
people are of the strongest people existing,"

"\Me are

very strong,"

and "ability to protect ourselves from danger". In the Pride category
students provided such responses as: the word "pride," and ,'what
African Americans have done in the past to further all cornmunities".
The values category had such responses as: "religion," "love;"
"respeCt," and "a sense of family values". On the pretest there was
one response of "l don't know" and on the posttest there was one
response of "there isn't any".
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Responses

that participants gave as strengths of the African

American community did not show a significant change between the
pre and posttest. Most responses clustered in the "unity" and

"strength" categories. These responses indicate that participants do
see strengths as internal to the community. They suggest that
participants have generally good feelings about themselves and their
community. These feelings were present before and after

participation in the group. This suggests that the AASE program did
not have a significant effect on the participants in this area.
Pretest OnIy Questions

In addition to the question about strengths, subjects were asked to
respond to several other questions which appeared on the pretest
only.a The questions themselves will be highlighted in the headings,
with discussion and summary following. There were thirty-three
total respondents to the pretest only questions.
"What does success in life mean to you?"
What type of aspirations do participants have for their life? How the
participants visualize success could be an indicator of how they value
themselves and their personal abitities. If they set their standard for
success high and aspire

for things that were beyond traditional

stereotypes, it would suggest that they have positive feelings about
themselves.
o

This was done in order to gain more insight into the attitudes the subjects had
about themselves and the African American community as a whole at the
beginning of the study. Participants could respond with more than one
answer.
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Answers clustered into four categories. 1) Accomplishing Goals,
responses included: "doing something in your life that people said

you couldn't," "to accomplish what you really want to do," and "to feel
good that you accomplished something" . 2) Having a fulfilled Life,
responses included: "reaching fullest potential," "being happy," and

"finding happiness". 3) Material Things, responses include: "having
what you want when you want it," "income,/things," and "live a
comfortable life" . 4) Helping Others," responses included: "help make
way for next generation," and "being able to do for yourself and help

others". Figure six shows the number of responses in each category.
The clustering of responses in the accomplishing goals and fulfilled

life categories suggest that participants have a positive attitude
about their success. The responses, indicated that they had unique
ideas about their success. They reflected their general belief that
success is something

that they would define for themselves. The
responses referred to personal satisfaction and indicated that
participants had a general high regard for themselves.
"What do you think is the best way for you to be successful
in life?"

It is important to know participants ideas on obtaining personal
success. Responses that indicate that students are looking at
themselves as the primary resource to achieve success, suggests an
internal locus of control which is an indicator of higher levels of selfesteem.
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Answers again clustered into four categories: 1) Continuing

education, which included the following responses: "continue to go to
school," "getting my education," "School," and "do my time in School".
2) Working towards goals, included: "focus on my goals in life,"
"Setting goals," "plan ahead and follow through with plans," and
"know what you want so you can get there". 3) Doing what's right,

which includedl "do what I'm suppose to do," "Doing what I think is
right," and "do what you feel is right and don't go by what other
people say". 4) Having a good job, included: "being in a job," "making
good money," and "be happy with my

job". Figure

seven shows the

number of responses in each category.
These data do suggest that the majority of the respondents are

looking at themselves as the catalyst for their success. This finding is
consistent with Rotters' internal locus of control theory.
"What do you think are the greatest dangers to the African

American community today?

"

Do these students see dangers to the community, and are these
dangers realistic? Wright (1985) points out that literature supports

the assumption that attitudes and perceptions about ones'
community can be reflected in attitudes about self.
The issue most often (nineteen) listed by students as dangers was
crime or violence. Examples of responses were: "black on black

crime," "guns," "gangs," "crime," and "violence". The next most often
39
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(fourteen) mentioned items were drugs and alcohol. Examples
included: "drugs," and "drugs and alcohol". Next, they expressed
concerned over racism and discrimination (nine responses). Those
examples included: "the White man cause he says we're nothing,"

"discriminatiofl," "loosing (sic) ourselves to White America," and
"racism". Next on the list (seven) was lack of unity in the
community, example were: "we are falling apart," "people not
unifying for good reasons," "p€ople not being able to trust each
other," and "not being able to stay together".
These are many of the same issues I hear coming from the major

media sources (i.e., newspapers, magazines, t.v. and radio stations).
They suggest that the students have the same perceptions of dangers
to the black community as the community at large. If participants
see these as dangers

to their community, then they see them

as

dangers to themselves. Such dangers, however, do not necessarily

reflect lower self-esteem. In fact if these threats are real, then it
actually can be a healthy indicator of his/her self-esteem because it
indicates that students correctly asses their situation. The important

thing may be whether they

see

viable solutions to these dangers.

"What are the best ways for the community to overcome
these dangers?"

If an individual perceives a realistic way to overcome the perceived
danger, he or she does not feel as threatened. This opens the door to
hope for a better tomorrow and a positive attitude about one's life
and community.
40

Answers clustered into the following categories: "education,"

"unifying the community," stopping crime/violence," and "helping
others". Figure eight shows the number in each category.
Examples from the education category are: "find out more about self,"

"educate children at a younger age to respect," "educate and motivate
our people to overcome those obstacles," "become realistically

educated," and "educate our own community". Responses that
referred to unifying the community included: "planning together,"
"stay together," "work together and get good paying jobs,', "help each

other and the community," and "I-Jnite". Responses that referred to
stopping crime and violence were: "stop the violencc," "put people in

jail," "keep drugs an other bad thing out of community,"
something about crime (report

it)".

Responses

and. "Do

that referred to

helping others in the community included: "speak to people in the
community," "help each other and the community," "get teenagers
involved in doing things," and "offer more things for kids to do".
These data along with those from the previous question indicate that

the participants have real concerns about their community. They
also have good reasonable ideas about solutions to those concerns.

Their solutions Suggest that they have made reasonably healthy
adjustments to the situations, which may be an indicator of positive
self-esteem.
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"List at least two people that you look up to (admire)"
Who are the role models students will try to emulate? To whom

d,o

they open themselves up? Healthy role models can be an indicator
of healthy self-esteem or healthy influences on self-esteem.

this question clustered into five categories: "relatives,"
"sports figures," "celebrities," "political figures," and "educators".

Responses to

Figure nine shows the number in each category.

in the relatives category included: parents, (mom or dad),
grandmother, older cousins, brother, uncles, sisters, and relatives.
Responses

Sports figure responses included: Michael Jordan, Barry Sanders, Karl
Lewis, and Deon Sanders. Celebrities included in the responses were
Wesley Snipes, Snoop Doggie Dog, Whitney Houston, and Spike Lee.

Political figures that were mentioned were Jesse Jackson, and
Malcolm X. Students also mentioned educators like Mahmoud El-Kati
and teachers in their schools.

This list of admired individuals is also a positive reflection of the
subjects in this study. They did include a large number of sports

figures and celebrities on their list, which may be typical for this

age

group. However, they did include a larger number of people who
can have a lasting impact on their lives.
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Summary of Pretest only Questions:
Responses from these open-ended question suggest that subjects do
have independent thoughts about their community. Their answers
were generally positive and reflected an attitude that they felt

responsible for overcoming any obstacles to their success. Their
responses would suggest that they had generally practical and

positive attitudes about themselves and their communities,
independent of the self-esteem group.
Posttest Only Questions:
Students were asked to respond to a series of open ended questions

that were only on the posttest to gain more insight into how they felt
about themselves and their community after participating in the
self-esteem group. This was the students' opportunity to express

any changes in attitudes they fett they had experienced as a result of
participating in the group. The number of respondents for the
posttest questions were twenty-eight. Result are discussed below.
"As a result of being a part of this group, do you feel

differently about being B1ack?". Did subjects feel their atritudes
had changed ? And, did they feel the change was due to

participation in the self-esteem group?.
Data from the posttest showed that 460/o, thirteen of twenty-eight

participants said that they did not feel different as a result of being
in the group. Of those thirteen who said rto,77o/o (ten) said they
already had good feelings about being black before the group.
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Examples of responses from those who said their feelings had not

changed are: "I've always been aware of my culture;" "I have always

felt good about being a black person," "because being black is
wonderful to be," and "it (the group) just helped enrich the pride of
being black".

Thirty-five percent (35%), ten of twenty-eight participants said that
they felt differently about being Black. Examples from those who
said yes their feelings had changed are: "I feel prouder than before,"

"group has made me more interested and proud of my heritage," "l
know there's more to being black than I thought there was,r,I I don't
feel uncomfortable around a group of black students," and

"definitely, it's a vibe type of thing, can't explain".
Another

5 a/o

of respondents said that their feelings had sort of

changed as a result of being in the group. Examples from those who
said their feelings had sort of changed are: "l really don't know
because I found out things about Black people I never knew," and "l

have always been proud to be black but this class has taught me
some things".

The majority of the participants indicate that they felt they were not

affected by participation in the group. However, there was

a

substantial minority who felt they were affected by the group. Since
most of those who said that they were not affected also said they
already had good feeling about being Black, the group could be said

to be missing the elements necessary to make an impact on students
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who already have positive feelings about being Black. There was

a

significant enough portion of the group (4}o/o, if you count those who
said they had "sort of" been affected by the group,) who said they
were affected, to infer that the group can have an impact on a certain

kind of student. It would be interesting to actually know what, if
aflY, variables separate these two groups

of students. Perhaps it is

the current self-esteem level, or maybe a certain kind of previous
ed.ucational experience, or some socioeconomic variable that
separates these students.

As a result of being a part of this group, do you feel

differently about the African American community

?

As mentioned earlier, feelings about community can be an indicator

of feelings about self. The goal of the group was to change the way
the participants felt about themselves. It is possible that this goal
could be achieved by changing the way they feel about their

community.
Forty-three percent (13o/o), twelve of twenty-eight participants said
that their attitude about the African American community had
changed as a result of being a part of the group. Examples of the
responses of those who said that their attitude had changed are: "I

feel as though things are getting worse, more people getting killed,"
"we have a lot of problems but we also have a lot of good qualities,"

"we'll grow stronger because blacks still realize things are wrong and
they are trying to make it right," "its stronger than ever now," and "l
had a more negative out look". These data would suggest that the
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group was successful in changing the attitudes of the participants
about their community. While most of this change was positive in
nature, some negative change was also expressed.

Thirty-nine percent

(39a/o), eleven

of twenty-eight participants said

their attitude had not changed.s Examples of responses of those who
said their attitude had not changed are: "l still feel it is going down
because there's no unity," " my outlook hasn't changed on my

community I still feel we have a strong community," "the black
community is having problems," and "l still think black people are a
major part of America". These data suggest that there were a
substantial number of the participants who felt that their attitude
about the African American community was not affected by

participating in the group. Their explanations suggest that within
this group, there were both positive and negative perspectives on the
community.
"Since being involved in this group, have you changed the

way you handle situations of mistreatment?" This question
was asked to see

if students had moved into trying new methods of

dealing with the situations in which they felt they were mistreated.
The ability to try something new shows a new understanding of their

situation and confidence in one's ability. If students show these
abilities it could be an indicator that they are feeling better about
themselves and,/or their ability to make a difference in their

situation.
tThe other l4o/o (5)
said maybe their atttude had changed.
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Forty point seven percent (40.7o/o), (eleven) of the participants said
"yes", they had changed the way the handle the situations: "instead
of letting my emotions interfere I think about what's right," "l've
learned not to react mad and think the situation over thoroughly," "I
wouldn't jump on someone for little things...I love and respect
myself," "I talk more to gain an understanding," and "I guess that we
have to deal with things in a non-violent way".
Forty point seven percent (40.7o/o) also said they had not changed the
way they handle the situations: "because I have not been

mistreated," "l know how to handle situations of mistreatment," "l
still will beat someone up if they mess with ffie," and "If someone
mistreats me I seek revenge".
The remaining 18.5%o said "sometimes": "it takes time to be able to

just not react or react differently," "don't always fight, talk some
things out," "l walked away from a fight once," and "I am more
patient and try to understand, but its (sic) hard all the time".
More than half of the students had changed the way they handle
situations of mistreatment. Inclusion of those who said "sometimes"
increases the number to 59o/o of participants. These students are

looking at their situation differently, trying new things, and perhaps
gaining confidence in their ability to handle these types of situations.
This behavior is not necessarily the same as students feeling better
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about themselves. However, gaining confidence in their ability could
lead to students having more positive feelings about themselves.
"Wou1d you recommend this group to other students or

friends?"

All of the participants who finished, twenty-eight, said they would
recommend this type of group to other African American youth.
Examples of the responses are: "black kids should have a view of
where they came from,r' rrit helped me change

the way I feel about

myself," "some of them need it," "it provides support and history and
other teachings that are impossible to get in this white school," "this
group is fun and informative," "because we have great discussion,"
and "some people might actually learn something".
The group experience was positive enough that students felt it was

worth recommending to others. Their responses suggest that they
appreciated the opportunity to talk about the issues that were being
raised in the group, and exploring these issues was beneficial to

them.

Summary of Posttest Only Questions:
Although there is no direct indication of increase in self-esteem,
students were effected by participation in the group, 100% said they

would recommend the group for other African American youth.
However, it is not clear exactly what this effect may mean for them.
Subjects do appear to be looking at their options and abilities to

handle certain situations differently. Providing students with the
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skills to cope with adverse situations may be beneficiat to helping
them obtain success and feel good about themselves.

Chapter Summary and Analysis
The quantitative data from this study do not support the hypothesis
that gaining the knowledge of African American history and culture

will have a positive effect on the self-esteem of African American
youth. Index scores showed virtually no change between pre and
post tests, suggesting that the self-esteem of participants did not
change as a result of their participation in the group. Crosstabulation
scores also were unchanged, providing further evidence that selfesteem did not change.

Qualitative data also do not support the hypothesis. Data from the
pretest suggest that students came into the study with generally
good feelings about themselves. The one question that appeared on
the pre and posttest suggested that the attitudes of participants did

not change. Data from the posttest questions were mostly mixed.
Some data suggested change in students' attitudes, and some data
suggested no change in student attitude. The strongest set of data

from the open-ended posttest questions was that all of the
participants said they would recommend this kind of group for other
students, strongly suggesting that participants had a positive
experience in the group.
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Chapter

5

DISCUSSION

Review Results of Study
The primary purpose of this study was to examine whether student
self-esteem would be positively affected by participation in an

African American Self-esteem group. Overall the data do not support
the hypothesis that their self-esteem would be positively effected by

participation in the group. The data do suggest that students were
affected by their participation, but in what ways remain unclear.
The specific questions that I set out to answer in this study were
whether teaching African American history to African American

youth has a positive effect on their self-esteem? Does validating
African American cultural values have a positive effect on the selfesteem of African American youth? Does open discussion about

racism have a positive effect on their self-esteem? Does providing

support and problem solving around issues of mistreatment and
feelings of alienation have a positive effect on their self-esteem?
The findings reveal that the self-esteem of the youth involved in the

study was not positively affected by the factors presented to them in
the AASE program.
Self-esteem scores from the quantitative data showed no significant

change from pretest to posttest. Qualitative data provided mixed
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information. Forty-six percent (460/o) of the twenty-eight
participants who finished the study said that as a result of being in
the self-esteem group they did not feel differently about being Black,
while

35o/o

said that they did feel differently. However, 100% of

participants would recommend this group to other students or
friends.
Students came into the program already feeling good about

themselves. This finding is consistent with Madhere (1991) who
concludes that despite the many negative signals that African
American youth receive from the wider social environment they still
have generally healthy self-concepts. The question is also raised of

whether there was a bias created by the method used to obtain
subjects. Lastly, if African American students alre ady have
generally good self-esteem, what should or could be done to help
them cope in a society that in many ways is hostile to their wellbeing?

The strongest evidence in this study is the

100%o

recommendation of

the group to others by participants. Perhaps this is an example of
subjects giving a socialty acceptable answer; it is also a reasonable
assertion that participation in the group was a positive experience.

Other reasons for their recommendation include: they like the idea of
getting together with other African American students in discussion;

or maybe they like getting out of class. Whatever the case, the AASE
groups can be used as a vehicle to draw African American youths

into constructive activity.
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The data from this study are inconclusive with regard to the theories

outlined in the literature review. Parham and Helms (1985) have
theorized that if racial identity is increased self-esteem will be

increased. Phinney (1989) also proposed the process of ethnic
identity development as a key in the development of the self-esteem
of minority youth. Phinney and Alipuria (1990) predicred
successfully that ethnic identity would be positively related to self-

esteem. Hale (1990) agrees with them, and states that a key in

helping African American children construct and maintain a positive
ethnic self-identity is to affirm African American culture and people.
The AASE program utilizes the above concepts but did not achieve

the predicted results, (increased racial and personal self-esteem).
Differences between the samples may partially exptain the

conflicting results. Parham and Helms used college students, the
majority of whom were from the south and the west coast" Phinney
(1989) used high school students on the west coast, and Phinney and
Alipuria (1990) study used college students on the wesr coast.
Regional, socio-economic, age, or gender differences between samples

may explain the unexpected results.

Another reason for the lack of support for the research hypothesis
may be the elusiveness of the self-esteem concept. Many aspects of
self-esteem have been explained; however,

it remains a poorly

defined concept. These theories may not be equipped to influence

certain aspects of self-esteem. While the factors detailed in the
5?

above theories may influence certain aspects of self-esteem, other

factors may be essential to understanding all aspects of self-esteem.

In other words, the efforts that develop from the above theories may
be necessary to positively affect the self-esteem of African American
youth, but by themselves they may not be sufficient to complete the
task.

Benefits of Participation in the AASE program:
The AASE group does not appear to raise the self-esteem of the

participants, as measured by the indices in this study. There does
however, seem to be some positive results that come out of

participation. From my observations and the responses they
provided (see chapter 4),I believe there were two phenomena that
most benefited the participants. First there was an increased
awareness for their overall situation as African Americans or what

may be called "consciousness raising". The other was the open
discussion of racism and related feelings of mistreatment.
Consciousness raising means giving students a better understanding

of what they are experiencing from a historical perspective. It does
not make the realities of racism and discrimination easier for them,

but it helps them to better understand what they are dealing with;
therefore, they may be able to cope with it more effectively. For
example,

if students understand that they are experiencing anger

because they are starting to comprehend that no matter how hard

they work they are not completely accepted and still are treated
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unfairly by White America, they can then make the

necess ary

mental adjustments to cope with their new awareness.
Open discussion about racism gives students a chance to have their

feelings acknowledged by other students and an authority figure. It
provides an opportunity to blow off steam and create possible action
steps in a safe environment. The open discussion is one element that

the Hopsons (1990) call a key to overcoming low self-esteem and
poor racial identity in Black children. From my observations, I
judged that students in the study did respond positively to rhe

opportunity to have open discussions about issues that they normally
would not have.
Se1f-Efficacy Theory:
As an improvement to the AASE curriculum, I propose combining the

theories currently being used in the program with another theory
called Self-efficacy. Bandura (1982) explains that "self-efficacy is
concerned with how people judge their capabilities and how, through

their self-perception of efficacy, motivation and behavior are
affected. Self-efficacy judgments whether accurate or faulty,
influence choice of activities and environmental settings. Those who
judge themselves ineffective in coping with environmental demands
dwell on their personal deficiencies and imagine potential difficulties
as more formidable than they really are. In contrast, persons who
have a strong sense of efficacy deploy their attention and efforts to

the demands of the situation and are spurred to greater efforts by
obstacles" (p.123). Bandura's research supports the hypothesis that
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higher levels of perceived self-efficacy, result in higher levels of
performance in individuals. Strength of efficacy also predicts
behavior change.
Combining the self-efficacy theory with the theories discussed in the
literature review leads to what I will call a "cultural confidence"6

model. The cultural confidence model would include all of the
elements the AASE program currently has, but it also would include
efforts to increase young African Americans' confidence in their
ability to cope with their unique adverse situation (their efficacy

levels). Currently the group activities includes a small portion on
coping with racism, and there are discussions about ways to handle
racism and situations of mistreatment. The new model would put
more emphasis on these skills and include work to give participants
confidence in these skills. Feeling good about who you are (selfesteem) may not be enough; this model would give participants the

opportunity not only to feel positive about who they are, but also
about what they can do for themselves.
This new model would go beyond simply trying to influence the selfesteem of youth; it attempts to give them the specific skills they
need to function properly in society. Along with those skills it would
attempt to give them confidence in their skills and ability. Such new

found confidence may or may not have a positive effect on the selfesteem of participants. This approach might be more pragmatic
t The term "Cultural
Confidence" was suggested to me by Diane pike, professor
of sociology at Augsburg College in Minea olis, Minnesota.
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because the focus is not on such a elusive concept as self-esteem.

Positive self-esteem may be a byproduct of this new model, but the

primary objective would be to provide students with valuable skills
and confidence.
Bandura explains that self-efficacy can be influenced by among other
things: performance attainments, seeing similar others perform
successfully (role models), and verbal persuasion (Bandura 19BZ).
These are all elements that can be included in the AASE program.

Adding these elements to the AASE groups, I believe, will produce
youth who will assertively solve problems and pursue their goals.
The self-efficacy theory could lead to the following possible
enhancements:
1) Role-plays in which students would act out the type of situations

related to racism or incidents of mistreatment that they are likely to
encounter (Olmsted 1978). These role plays would be done in

fishbowl style so that all students could get involved in the
discussion and solution sharing. At the conclusion of the role play,
participants should have ideas of what might work for them in these

situations. They should also have had an opportunity to try these
ideas out and receive feedback on their efforts in implementing
these ideas. The results should be students who know what to do in
adverse situations and how to follow through on these things.

2

) Expand on the role-play idea, and the program, by including

White students or teachers in certain activities. By using Whites,
especially those in authority, as a part of the process students would
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receive valuable insight and feedback that they might not normally

get. If the participants can hear a White person's perspective on a
situation, and how a White person would react to different actions by
African Americans, they can gain insight into positive ways of getting
what they want out of a situation.

3

) Place participants in teams of at least two in order to identify

situations of prejudice or mistreatment they have recently, or are
currently experiencing. As a team they would develop a plan for the

individuals to confront their perspective situations. Before actually
carrying out any portion of the plan it would be presented to the
entire group for critique. After the plan is completed team members
give feedback on the individuals performance and the outcomes, the
results are then brought to the entire group for discussion. This last
process must be done under close supervision of the facilitator
because of the obvious risks involved.

These are ideas that I believe will enhance the current program in

such a way that students will come out understanding better the

situation of African Americans, and have confidence in their ability
to cope with the stress they will encounter as African Americans.
They may also feel better about themselves, but whether or not they
feel better they will have refined their ability to cope with racism
and they will have more confidence in those abilities.
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Implications of Study For Leadership:
This study implies that educators, social workers, parents, church
workers, and government officials will need to look critically at the
growing emphasis on Afrocentric education. This study does not

validate or invalidate such educational schemes as a method to
increase self-esteem. Afrocentric education may prove to be an
effective way to influence self-esteem or accomplish other goals with

students. But many questions remain to be addressed: why does
some data support theories that predict self-esteem will increase

with exposure to history and culture, and others do not? Are there
conditions that will make this sort of work successful? Will other
African American youth give their endorsement for similar programs
as the youth in this study did?
I believe that Afrocentric educational schemes should not be
disregarded, but should be augmented with materials that include

a

focus on building student confidence. Racism is a part of the

American reality. Young African Americans will need these skills to

function in this society. If the AASE program or any other method
can provide a reliable way of supplying these skills to individuals,
and they use them confidently, it will prove beneficial. These efforts
could be vehicles to encourage more young African Americans to

bring their potential to mainstream society.
Individuals who choose to work with African American youth wilt
also need to adapt their work in ways that consider three important
issues. The first issue is the specific needs brought about by the
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unique cultural experience of African Americans. For persons of
African American descent this may not be that difficult of a task, but
non African Americans will need to practice what is called cultural
competence. Cultural competence is defined as practice skills,
attitudes, policies, and structures which come together and enable
professionals to work effectively in cross-cultural situations (Cross,
Bazron, Dennis, & Isaacs, 1989).

The next issue is closely related to the first one. It is not well

documented or written about, but I believe it is at the heart of the

African American struggle. The issue is that of the search for
personal identity. The search for identity is an important issue for
all young people, but because of the difficult past of African
Americans, it may be even more crucial for them. It is important to
understand the deep seated struggle that many African American

youth will have in trying to clarify identity issues. This struggle may
contribute to much of the frustrations and confusion that they are
experiencing. Failure to be aware of and possibly acknowledge this
struggle could result in setbacks in efforts to work with African
American youth.

Lastly, those people working with African American youth in a

educational setting will have to take into account the different

learning styles that individuals have. Acknowledging a person's
learning style would not only assist them in gaining valuable
knowledge and skills, but for African Americans it could also be of
benefit in overcoming the first two issues mentioned above.
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Work with the AASE groups has also led to another important point:

the story of African Americans is not just a story for African
Americans; it is a story for all Americans. Materials relating the

history and culture of African Americans and its importance to the
world should be integrated into the main school curricula. The long
term effects of this could be very substantial. It could serve, in the
long run, to improve race relations in the country. Bringing more

Afrocentric material into the classrooffi, giving it equal status with
mainstream curricula may send a message to young African
Americans. That message is that their history and culture, and hence
they, are just as important as other groups' history and culture.
Subsequently this could be a catalyst to improve the self-image of

African Americalls, which Kunjufu (1984) refers to as the building
blocks of self-esteem. The impact that this would have on other
groups, especially Whites, is also very important and could be the
source of interesting research.

Ideas For Improving The Methodology of Study:
Several obvious ways to improve the study emerge: the data from

this study would have greater meaning in terms of gen erahzation if

it were collected from a larger sample which was randomly selected.
The use of a control group to collect data from and compare to the
study group data would also add to the significance of the study.
This study could take place over a longer period of time. Long term
results would add more validity to the theories involved and provide

information that potentially would be more useful.
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Another possible improvement would be to use a neutral researcher
to collect data from participants. The necessity of subjects to work
closely with the researcher in this study could have influenced them

in their responses. With the use of an outside party to collect the
data, subjects may be freer in their responses to questions.
Ideas For Future Work:
The conclusion of this study leads to several ideas to continue this

investigation. Further work needs to be done to determine what
exactly is affected by participation in a course like this. The data
from this study suggest that students were affected by their
participation, but it did not provide conclusive evidence that it
their self-esteem that was affected. There may be other

was

characteristics that are very important to the development of
healthy young people that are affected by this kind of course.

If experiences such as this African American Self-esteem experiment
are shown to have an impact on youth it will be important to test
their impact on adults. These groups operate on the assumption that
society has had a negative affect on the self-esteem of African

American youth. If this is true, then it may be that African
Americans who have lived longer in this society are even more

negatively affected. Educational groups such as these could be
valuable in helping older African Americans change the way they
view themselves and their communities.

6L

Another idea for future work in this area would be to explore what
particular factors would have the most impact on African American
youth who are already experiencing high levels of positive selfesteem, and determine

if these factors are different from those that

will have an effect on youth who are not experiencing positive selfesteem. This could provide valuable information as to what kinds of
interventions would be beneficial under what conditions. For
example some youth may benefit more from studying historical
events while other students may benefit more from discussions

about how to cope with racist behavior.

Another important area to investigate is the long term impact this
kind of group experience has on participants. Short term results are
good, but long term results obviously are more desirable. Positive
effects on self-esteem over a long period of time should be a factor in

healthy, productive lives. If this group experience does have long
term effects, w€ can learn how to further enhance those effects. If it
does not provide any apparent long term effects, research may
provide insights as to what factors could provide the long term
impact on youth.
A interesting idea for future work would be to conduct two separate
groups, one that focused on self-esteem issues and one that focused

on skills and self-efficacy issues" These two group could be conducted
simultaneously, and then participants in each group would provide

information to measure the different effects on participants.
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Conclusion:
"

If you can control a man's thinking you do not have to worry about

his actions. If you can determine what a man shall think, you do not
have to concern yourself with what he will do" If you can make a
man feel that he is inferior, yot-t do not have to compel him fo seek

inferior status, he will do so without being told. If you can make a
man feel he is justly an outcast, you do not have to order him to the
back door.

If there is no

back door the very nature

of the man wilt

demand that you build one" (Woodson, 1g4Z).
I began this paper with a discussion about the historical legacy of

African Americans. I believe this legacy is responsible for the frame
of mind for much of the African American community. Mr. Woodson
described the situation clearly. The legacy continues today, but

efforts must be made to counteract the cycle of perceived inferior
mentality. The AASE program is my most recent effort in the
struggle. Through this project I have discovered that traditional
ways of simply trying to improve self-esteem may not be sufficient.

Future efforts, I believe, should not only attempt to improve selfesteem but should also make efforts to improve the efficacy levels of

African American youth. Woodson's stunning if not poetic insight
into the nature of self-esteem may not be as fully applicable as we
once thought. We should look forward to a twenty-first century

Woodson, who will explain with equal simplicity and clarity the

African American struggle with self-efficacy.
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In conclusion I wish to point out that this study produced results

that suggest that at least some African American youth may have
high self-esteem. I want to stress the importance of examining the
concept of self-esteem. This and other studies have highlighted the
fact that self-esteem is not a well understood concept. Along with

continuing investigation of self-esteem, I recommend placing
increasing emphasis on self-efficacy. These two concepts are closely
related, in fact what many people think is self-esteem may actually
be self-efficacy. Self-efficacy may be more practical than selfesteem to the degree

it might be more easily influenced by outside

action.

Self-esteem, most would agree? is probably an important issue for

young African Americans. However, currently there are questions
about exactly what it is; or how to have positive impact upon it.
Thus, we must choose wisely where to direct our efforts while doing

this work.
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The Eaeiel Identity Attitude Seale (RIAS) Items
Soe i a I At t i tude Scale

This qugstionnaire is designed to measure people's soeial
end politieal ettitudes. There Ere no right 6r wrong
Enswers. Use the seale below to respond to eaeh
statement. On your answer sheetr_blaeken the number of the
box that deseribes how y0u feel.
I
Strongly

a,

L

3

4

Di sagree

Di sagree

Uneertain

Agree

t

I

I

I

5

Strongly
Agree
I

I believe that being BIaek Is a positive experienee.
I know through experience what being BIaek in Ameriea

I
2

meens.

I feel unable to involve myself in uhite erperienees and
aminerEasing
my lnvolvement in Blaek experiences.
{\
I believe that large numbers of Bleeks are

!l

tlr

4

untrustworthy.

I feel an overwhelming attaehrnent to Blaek people.
I involve m!'self in eauses thet will help all oppressed

5
6

7

people.
a

8

9
b

=

I feel comfortable rrherever I am.
I believe that White people look end express themselves
better than Blaeks.
I feel yery uneomfortable eround Black people.

I feel good about being BIaek, but do not Iimit myself
to BIaek aetivities.
ll. I of ten f ind myself referring to trhite people es
honkies, devils, pigs, ete.
12. I believe that to be BIaek is not neeessarily good.
13. I believe that eertain rspects of the Black experience
apply to hBr and others do not.
10.

RI

AS

{

I

I frequently eonfront the system and the man.
15.-I eonstantly involve myself in Blaek politieel end
. soeial aetivities (art shows, political meetings, Blaek
theater, etc.)
16. I involve myself in soeial aetion and pol i t icel groups
eYen if there are no other Blaeks involved.
17. I beI ieve that Blaek people should learn to think and
experienee life in wsys whieh are similer t,o lfhite
f 4.

=

people.

18. I believe that the world should
BIaek perspeetive.

be

interpreted from

a

19. I have ehanged my style of life to fit my beliefs about
Blaek people.

I feel exeitement and joy in Blaek Eurroundings.
21. I be I i eYe tha t Bl aek peop le eame from e strange, dark,
and uneivilized eontinent.
22. Peopler r€gardless of their raee, have strenEths and
20.

e

I

I imi ta t i ons.

23. I find myself reading a lot of Black literature and
thinking ebout being Elaek.
24. I feel guilty and/or anxious about some of the things
believe about Blaek people.
25. I believe that I BIaek person's most ef feetive ureapon
for solving problems is to beeorne e part of the White

I

personts world.

26. I speak my mind regsrdless of the eonseguenees (e.g.,
being kieked out of sehool, being imprisoned, being
exposed to denger).
= 2?, I believe that everything BIaek is good, and
eonsequently, I limit myself to Blaek aetivitfes.
= 29. I am determined to f ind my Bleek Identity.
- 29. I believe that lfhite people are intelleetually superior
to BIaeks.
I believe that beeEuse I am Blaek, I have many
30. 'strengths.

rD

.:F

\

-\_#

31. I feel that Blaek people do not have as mueh to
of as ttlhite people do.

be

proud

RIAS I5

-

4

t

=

71

[lost B]eel.: people I know e:.e feilures.

33.

I believe that White people should feel guilty about the
wBy they have treateC Bleells in the past.

3{. IThite people eanf t be trusted.
35. In today's soeiety if Black people don't ach i eve, they
have only themselves to blame
36. The mos t impor tan t th i ng abou t me i s tha t I am Blaek.
3?. Being BIaek just feels natural to me.
38. Othe r Blaek peop le have t roub Ie eeeep t i ng me beeause my
life experiences have been so different I rom their
experienees.

39. Blaek people who have Bny hhite peoplefs blood should
feel ashamed of it.
{0. Sometimes, I wish I belonged to the lfhite raee.
ll. The people I respeet most a re lfh i te.
12. A personts raee usually is not Important to me.
43. I feel anxious when White people compsre me to other
members of my raee.
+
44. I ean't feel eomf ortable with ei ther BIaek people or
hhite people.
{5. A person's raee has little to do with whether or not
he/she is e good person.
- {6. hhen I am wi th Black people, I pretend to en joy the
th i ngs they enjoy.
rJ
{7. h'hen a stranger who is BIaek does so;ne th i ng emba r rEss i ng
in publie, I Eet embarrassed.
\, {8. I beli eve thet a Blaek person ean be elose friends with
a Whit e Person.
\ {9. I am satisf ied with myself .
50. I have a positive ettitude about myEelf beeause I am
tt

L

Blaek.

Note. The first 30 items are the short form (BIAS-B).
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class proved to be uncorrelated, or negatively correiated, with the Holiingshead Social Class score (Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958:387-397; Bonj.rn,
et ol, 1967:381-388), it would, in the absence of other evidence, be ctrouded

in

doubt-

a new index and an established measure thus
in the nev/ measure. fn the area of self-csteEm, however, therc is no "established" measure, which is one fact accounring for
A

correlation between

increases confidence

the plethora of instruments employed. In the present case, we have examined
the associadon between the above measure of self-esteem and a shortened
ver:ion of the self-esteem scale employed in a study of adolescents in New
York State.t For secondary school children- the association benpeen the Baltimore self-esteem scale and ttre New York State (NYS) self+steem scale

is

gamma

-

0.6119.

The data thus suggest that there is a fairly high association between the
Baltimore scale and the NYS scale, although it is far from au identity. But
there is a further trait validiry problem. Even if the association were extremely
strong, we would still have Iittle confidence in the new measure if in fact we
actually hhd {ittle confidence in the earlier measure. There is thus no way to
evade the question: How much confidehce can one have that the I'[YS
rtreasurc is reffecting self-esteem?

Since an entire chapter bas been devoted to a diseussion of the validity
measurc in a prcvious book (Rosenberg, 1965: Ch. 2), it is
hardly possible to present the full details herc. In swift overview, the I*IYS
scale is dependent upon face vaiidity; upon its association with the theoretically reievant variables of depression and anxiety, reflected both in scaie
scores as well as in observations by outside observers; on iu association with
peer group reputation, assessed by sociometric methods as well as by its
association with reports of outside observers; and by assorted additional
evidence. The data of Silber and Tippett (1965; dlso testify to the trait
validity of the NYS scale.
In depending upon trait validity, however, there is one obvious question:
ff one's faith in the new measure is based upon its association with the

of the NYS

I

l
i
t
I

:

I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

It
I
1

I
I
I

r Our study iacludes seven of the original ten scale items employed in New York
Statc which, in that sample, yielded the bcst marginal distributions. It san be assumed
to be closcly equivalent to the original scale- Y/ith the prcsent sarnple, the Coefficient
of Reproducibility is 89.4 pcrcent and the Coefficicnt of Scaiability is 64.6 percenl The
items from thc scale cmploycd in this study are the following:
*I fcel I havc a number of good qualities."
Do you
-Agrcc --Disagree
*I fccl I do not- have
much to be proud of."
Do you . ..
-Disagnee
*[ take a positive attitude toward m]rself.--ltgrce
Do you
.--.tgf,ce
'On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.Do you .. .
--Disagrec
Sisagree
----rtgrec
'I wish I could
have morc rEspcct for mysclf.Do you . ..
*At timcs I think
---,terE!
I am no good at all."
-.-Disagce
Do you .. .
-Agrce
*I ccrtainly fecl uscless
at times."
Do you. . . --t8rcc
--Disagrce

-Disagree THe UneAN Scnoor CHrp
Bucx .lxn WrnrE SELF-Esreem:

13

t

I

t,

.'-..' i.
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AFRICA]-I AMERICA}I CULTUBAI Q]LIESTIONNAIRE

Thar* you for agre"ioq to parricipate in the African-Ameican seif-estee* group. please
fiiI .o".1 this quesrionnaire as completeiy-a! possible. xr;;" are no righr
or wrong ansrvers
and all trrlslvers will be kept confidearial.'

Whar do you think are the greatest srengths of the African- Ameican communiw

1

?. What does success in tife

3-

rnearr to you

?

What do you think is the best way for you co be successful in life

?

{
4- Whac do -vou think are the greatest dangers to African-American communiry today?

5" I#hat are the best wavs for the communiry to ovetcome

these dangers

5.

What is your raciaVerh_rric background

6.

who are at least rwo people that you look up ro (admire)

WHAT IS YOUR

AGE

Z

?

?

SEX

(rrrrn over)

?

1

srrongly
disagree

?

+A

3

disagree

not

5

strongly

sure

agree

agree
srtragly

1. I like being Black
2. I know through erperience what being Black in America Mea-u.s.
3. I feel I have a nuu,ber of good qualities.
4. I believe that large n ,mbers of Black"s are unrusn^/orthy.
5. I feel I do not have much ro be proud of.
6. I feel good about being Black, but I do nor

sUougly

i{raglG

egrBc

1

2

3

1

7

3

1

2 3

1

? 3

1

2

3

45
45
45
45
45

I ?34
77 3 4

Iirnig myself to Black acriviries_.

7. On the lvhole, I am sarisfied wirh myseif.
8. Someti.mes i feel uncomforrabie around Black peopie.
9. I beiieve that whire people eKpress themselves betrer rhan Blacks.

r 234
L7 3 4

5
5

5

s

10. I believe that Elosr biack peopie are failures.

L2 3 4

I am determined to fi:rd my Black Idenriry.
L2. I believe that White peopie learn berrer than black peopie.
13. I wish I could have more respecr formyself.

L2 3 4 s
L?34s

14. I feel that

L7 3 4

11.

Black people do not have
of as White people do.

as

much to be proud

15. When a suanger rvho is Black does something
embarrassing in public, I ger embarrassed.

'

16.

People like to be around me.

L7.

Black people hrve good hair.

18.
19.

I make good decisions on my own.
Elack people have made major conribuEions to Aarericau sociery.

20.

I feel I have a good fuHrre ahead of me.

ffifu\K

1)

YCU AGAIN

I

1?
12
1?
L2
L?
12

E t--

5

? 4 i

4rv

5

34 5
34 5
34 5
34 5
34 5
34 5

AFzuCAN AMEE ICAN CULTURAI qTJ-ESTIOI{N'A.ME

fg"t* yorr for agreeing ro parriipate in rhe.tfucan-.{-u.enca:r Self-esree-r grou.D. plerse
fli1 :ql rhis quesrionnaire as compiereiv as possibie. There are tro rigi:r or lvrong ansrve,=
anci all ,r,srvers wili be kepc confr.cie:rrial.
1.

Whar do -vou thfuk are tb.e grearest srengrhs of the African- Amgl.ical comrnurrirv

7

2. As a resr:irs of being a parr of this cuiruraI awareness group, do you feel differenrly abour:

A. Being a Blac-k personT

Plea-se e..rplain.

B. Your ourlook on ihe Elack ccmm.unirvl

Please e.rciala.

3. Since being in this
rriqrc-rtE1e=f?

ErouF, have you changed rhe rvav -vou ha;rdl,e sirrraions of
Fle.*e gtli=in

4. Woui,d you recornrle=d rhjs group ro ori,er sruderrs cr fr.erdsi why or lvhy noc?

(rr:r=. over)

ffiL ABouf-E{.Eii sTATE-r"{E}iT.
12
3
sEongly
Cisagree disagree
troE su,re

rTow y_cu

A

5

suougly

agree

agree
srongly

1. I lilie being Black
?- I know through experience what being Black in America
3.
4.
5.
6.

Means.

rnosE biac-t,

I 23 45

L2 3 4
17

pecple are faiiures.

1)i4i

JtJ

,aar
l-td

I;-J-J

15. When a suarger who is Black does something
enbdrassing in pubiic, I ger e::rbarasseC-

I
i ? 34
I Z 3.i
A-tf\4,4

People like to be around, me.

L7. BIa*, peopie have good hair.
I malie good decisions on m'y olvtr-

ZO. I feei. I have

5

111,r=
L,2J-J

as Euc.tl ro be proi.ic,

19. ElaCt peopie have made major conriburions

IJ

LZ 3 4 5
L2 3 4 5

i arr cierem.rned to finci Ey Black Icienriry.
L2- I beiieve chac Whice peopie learn berter than blaCt pecple.
13. I lvisa I couici have Eore respect for a.r-sef.

18.

5

? C {

L 2 3 4

11.

16.

23 45

I

-

i-+. I feei il:ai Blacii pdople do aqI have
of as lWrite people do.

2.3 45

1

7. On che lvhole, I nm sarjsfied rvich myseif.
8. Somerimes I feei uncomicrubie around Black peopie.
9. I beiieve thar rvirire pecpie s'rltress them"selves berer tharr Blacks.
10. I beiie're rhar

:gi!!

I
45
I 73 45

I feei I have a num.ber of good qualiriesI believe thar large ur:mbers of Blacks are unErusnvorrhy.
I feel I do noc have much ro be proud of.
I feel. good abour beiug Black, but I do not
Iimic myseif ro Black acdvicies.

rtrengly

dtszgc

5
5

1

co

i 2 315
I 7 3 4 5

Ac.e-cr': sciery.

a good funrre ahead of ure.

TITAI'IK YOU AGAtri

I

D
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Augshury eollegu
737 Zlsr AvENUT SourH
MN 5 545 4
612/330-1000

Mrr.Jr'IEAPor-rs.

October 12, 1993

George Bernard Gill
1818 So. 7th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55454
Dear Mr. Gill:
The Augsburg lnstitutional Review Board reviewed your proposal "African American SelfEsteem Projecf' at lts last meeting. The board voted to approve your proposal,
contingent upon the followrng changes to the proposal:

1.

lt is understood that no individual data will be provided
This fact should be made clear in ttre consent form.

2. The

to

parents or to students.

pafticipants (minors) in the study should sign the consent form also

3. The consent form should change

the word "seif-esteem" to a more innocuous
phrasing (perhaps "attitudes and values").

4. A statement should

be added to the consent form which clanf es that there are no
direct benefits for partcipaton.

5. A letter of approval from Washburn Child Guidance Clinic must be received by the
iRB in order forfinal approval to be granted by the Augsburg lRB.
Ptease work closely with your advisor as you finalize your proposatr. I wrll look forward to
receiving the revised consent form and the Washburn approval letter. At that time, I will

issue the final approval number.
Sincerely,

,i

9*
Nancy
Ph. D
Chair
I nstitutional Review Board

cc:

Diane Pike

THnoucH TRurri

to FRErPol'l

AFRICA}-I A]vIERICAI{ YOUTH ATTITUDES AI{D VAIUES
STUDY CONSENT FORM

Dear Parent/Guardian:

Your Cltld
has been invited to participate in a
snrdy on the attitudes and values of African-American Youth. This
study is being conducted by Bernard Gitl a graduate silrdent at
Augsburg College and arl employee of Family and Children's Senrice.
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether certain
educational experiences will effect the perceptions of AfricanArnerican youth.

If you agree to allow your son,/daughter to participate in this study
he/she will be asked to do the following things. They will be asked
to flIl out a pre assessmerrt survey, which is designed to measure
their personal views at the beginning of the snrdy. They will take

part in a eight to ten week education,/support group where aspects of
African-Americall. history and culrural values will be ercplored. At
the end of the group they will be given another suffey to measure if
their views have changed.
Enformation,f.rprn this snrdy will be kept confldential. Data from
individuals wilt not be made available to parents, sfudents or school
administors, Srudents will receive gg direct benefits, (ie. morey, school
credit) for participating in the snrdy. Your decision to allow or not allow
your child to parricipate in this study will not effect hislher starus at
school. You or your child my withdraw his/her participation at anyrime
during the snrdy. If you have further questions please feel free to contact
me ar (612) 728-2053.
Sincerely, Bemard

GiIl

r

STATEMENT OF CONSENT: I have read rhe above information and
give consent for my child to participate in the srudy.

(printed)Signarure of parerlt or guardian
Signature of snrdent participanlSignanrre of researcher-

Time
to ra'll

Parents Name

You

_-_Date__

be given a copy of his document for your records.
Approved by Augsburg College IRB # 93-53-3

wi[

Date_Da fp
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OUTLINE FOR AASE
IUNIOR & SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL GROUPS
The overall goals for the junior and senior high school groups are basically identical to those
of the elementary age groups. Because the maturiry levet of participants is higher and their
issues more intense, more open discussion, especially about racism and mis-education is
encouraged. Special care should be taken to keep these groups from turning into comptainmg sesslons.

WEEK 1: GOAL:

For participants and facilitators to get to know each other. To
discuss the purpose of the group and expectations of paftisipants.

ACTIVTilBS

I
a
I

t

Introduction of facilitators
PIay a name game
Discuss purpose of the group and find out the expectations of the participants. TaIk about what will and will
not be a part of the group.
Do pre-assessment survey. Discuss if participants warr
to-

a

(Optional) Talk about the values of love,'self-respect and
Stress that these values are a part of traditional
African American culture" Discuss their meaning and
how participants can practice them in their daily lives"
These values and others should be stressed throughout
the course of the group. This may or may not be a good
time to introduce thern.
Play the song, "'What's Happening, Brother?" by Marvin
Gaye. Have a discussion of what is happening to "brothers" and the African Ameican communiry as a whoie.

unify.

a

WEEK

2: GOAL:

Elave participants explore how their identify relates to the term,

'African
ACTIVTIIES:

a

a

Americani

t

Ask the question, "What does African American rnear?"
Listen to several responses and let students respond.
Ask why this term is becoming so popular as opposed to
others. Hopefully, this will lead into a discussion of the
evolution of terms used to identify African Americans
throughout history. How do participants feel about using
the term? Discuss the connection to self-identity. Other
ethnic groups use such terms as German American,
Mexican Ameican, etc. to describe who they are and
where they came from. Do participants agree with the ter/'\

a

a

WEEKS3&4:

GOAL:

ACTIVTilES

Ask parlicipants if they thhk African Americans wiil
deveiop another term to describe themseives in the future. What will it be?
Introduce the temr, "misducation," and discuss how it
relates to the term, African Ameican.

To explore the richness of African and African American history. To turn participants on to the fact that they have been
mis-educated about their history.

A good way to start this topic is to make the point that African
American history does not begin with slavery. It begins in
ancient Africa" Point out that the first humans on earttr were on
the Africarr continent.
Use pictures, outlines, articles, music to higfrlight early

I

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

African civilizations and their contributions to history.
Higtrlight the thee great civilizations of Western Africa:
- Ghana, Mali and Songhay. Point out that the majority of
African Americans have roots in this region of Africa.
AJso, show examples of how this cuirure still lives with
us today (language, food, music).
Ifse picnrres, outlines, articies to highlight the slave lrade
and early periods in Ameica. Elave sperific exampies of
individuals and their contributions to American sociery.
Use "Eyes ofl the Priee" video to highJight the civil
rights era in history,
Use "African American History: Lost, Stolen or Misplaced, " by Biil Cosby, to highiight meCia contribuiions
to mis-education in history.
Have str:dents do an assignment in which they research
an historical figure about which they knew nothing and
prepare a presentation for the group.
Elave a guest speaker in to speak about African Ameican
history and its imp6rtance.

Show video, "Brother Fufttre"
Facilitators should use arly of these activities they fei
comfortable with. The key to this section is that participants are exposed to African and African Ameican
contibutions to history. Some of this will be very positive and pleasant and some will be not so pleasant.
Stress to participants that they probably have been miseducated about history. And that it is up to them to be
responsible for their own education. This section on
history car, of course, go beyond nvo weks if needed-

WEEKS5&6:

GOAL:

ACTIVTIIES

To give participants an understanding of systematic racism and
prejudice. Shrdents should be aware of the difference between
the two and begin to formulate ways to deal with them.
a

a

Define racism and prejudice. Give examples of each and
ask participants for examples to clearly distinguish between the two.
Show video, "Race, Efatred, and Violence. " Hold discussion.

a

a
o

a

Show excerpts from "Eyes on the Prize" series.
n
Read the "Eagle and the Chicken, a West African folktale. Use as a lead into discussion about racism.
Ask how does racism affect African American people
internally. Explore the fallacies of "good hair vs. bad
hair," "light skin vs. dark skin," full lips, broad noses
and other physical features.
Ask how racism affects white people. Positive and
negatives

a

a
a
a

a
a

WEEK

Have discussions about incidents of racism and prejudice
and let participants brainstorm about possible ways to
deal with those situations. Encourage participants to
discuss situalions in their school. Interject.that they may
have been severeiy mistreated and feit a lot of pain from
these siruadons but that is still not an excuse [o partake
in destnrctive, deviant behavior. Push them to come up
with posidve ways to deal with these situations.
Brainstorm on ideas of how they can educate others in
the schooi about racism.
Talk about ways they can heip and support each other
with regard to these issues.
Bring in current newspaper articles that illustrate prejudice and racism at work and discuss.
A guest speaker on racism is a good idea.
The key point in thi* section is that racism and prejudice
do exist and it may be hard but we must find positive
productive ways to cope with them. This section could
also go beyond two weeks.

7: GOAL: Participants will have an enlightened

view of community for people of

African descent (locaIly, nationallY, and internationalty).
ACTIVTIIES:

a

Talk about what a communiry is. What should peopie
get from communities? What should they give to corn-

a

Discuss the condition of the African American communify locally and nationally and the African communiry internationally.

munities?

a

a

a

WEEK

8: GOAL:

ACTIVTIIES

Discuss the condition of South Africa. How does it
parailel with the US? What is the African Ameican's
communiry responsibility to the black South African?
Discuss the role of naditional African American culturat
values in our communities today.
Refer to the African American popuiation within their
school as a communify and talk about how they can put
traditional values such as love, reqpect, urfry to work on
a .laily basis to help one another.

Erpress yourself/celebration/right of passage. The main objective is to
congratulate those who have strrck with the group for its duration.
Depending on the make-up and tone of the group, the last day could be
structured as a simple paffy or a rights of passage ceremony.
a
e
a

t
I
I

Do post-assessment survey.
Have participanls tnlk about what they've learned in
group and what it has meant to them.
Read the poem, "To a Negro Boy Graduating, " by Eugene Maleska.
Play music that has a positive message to it.
Have treats to share.
Sing, 'Lift Every Voice and Sing,' Black National Anthem.

OTHER ACTTVTIIES:
Groups rnay have the oppornrniry to go longer than eight weeks. Here are some activities
that can be used in that time or they could replace earlier mentioned activities.
a
a

Field trips to events that can give insight to the African
American experience,
Have a discussion of black manhood (especially with all-

t

male groups).
Have a discussion of'black womanhood (especially with
all-female groups).
Talk about interracial dating.
Discuss drug abuse in African American communities
B.ing in newspaper, magazine articles and discuss how
they affect African Ameican community.
Talk about or have students express how it feels to be

a

African American in their school.
TaIk about role models. What are they? Who are

I

theirs?
Have students prepare presenlations

a
a

I
e

in their school.

for staff or

students
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